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Abstract:
The United Nations ITU has recently reported that the number of mobile users is expected to surpass the
world population. With this growth, many communication engineering challenges are anticipated for 5G
systems. While 5G applications are expected to be diverse, the network architectures and devices need to
deliver reliable, pervasive, and high-speed interconnection for various data-intensive applications. These
requirements must be accomplished while necessitating limited resources for a continuously expanding
consumer demographics. Thus, deploying such complex networks is a formidable engineering feat that
requires novel ways for modeling, evaluating, analyzing and designing extremely dense radio systems. The
objective of this talk would be to explain this challenge through the prism of network geometry. Therefore,
a brief overview of random spatial geometry for communication systems will be given. We will also
present a structured characterization for the modeling and generation of spatial networks and attempt to
articulate some of the technical differences between traditional point process techniques and planar
distributions. The rest of the talk will primarily focus on various research advances for network modeling
based on planar distribution techniques. Topics related to channel-loss behavior for cellular-based random
users, and the development of various inhomogeneous spatial deployment algorithms will be discussed.
Finally, we will highlight some exciting open challenges that are worthy of immediate attention from the
research community.
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